Reciprocating Vacuum Pump 2-7.5 hp

Engineered for compactness, economy and dependability, our vacuum pumps are the number one choice for
demanding applications, providing top operating efficiency combined with low maintenance. And best of all,
these vacuum pumps are backed by Ingersoll Rand, the world’s leader in air compressor and pump
manufacturing.

Features
• Long-Life: Durable cast iron frame and
cylinder construction
• Superior Pump Efficiency: Separately cast
cylinders with deep radial fins for improved
cooling and efficiency
• Easy to Service: Accessible stainless steel
valve and one piece connecting rod simplifies
maintenance and service
• Advanced Safety Features: Standard low oillevel switch to provide constant protection of
the compressor
• Reliable Operation: All Season Select synthetic
lubricant increases efficiency; with 2,000
hours of service between changeouts, it
performs four times longer than petroleumbased lubricant
• Two-Year Warranty Available: Purchase an All-Season Select lubricant start-up kit, and receive all the
parts you need for start-up and the first year of maintenance, along with an extended pump warranty

Model Specifications
Model

V244D2

V255D5

15VD7.5

Max Vacuum (inHg)

29

29

29

Nominal Power (hp)

2

5

7.5

Piston Displacement (cfm)

32

60

133

Base Length (in)

69

69

70

Base Width (in)

22

25

33

Base Height (in)

45

47

54

NPT Inlet (in)

1

1

1

Voltage/Engine

115, 230/1/60 200, 230, 460, 575/3/60

230/1/60 200, 230, 460, 575/3/60

200, 230, 460, 575/3/60

Tank (gal)

80 Gallon Horizontal

80 Gallon Horizontal

80 Gallon Horizontal

Weight (lbs)

500

660

1200

About Ingersoll Rand Inc. Ingersoll Rand Inc. (NYSE:IR), driven by an entrepreneurial spirit and ownership
mindset, is dedicated to helping make life better for our employees, customers and communities. Customers
lean on us for our technology-driven excellence in mission-critical flow creation and industrial solutions across
40+ respected brands where our products and services excel in the most complex and harsh conditions. Our
employees develop customers for life through their daily commitment to expertise, productivity and efficiency.
For more information, visit www.IRCO.com.

